Purudi Kangri Chockpa Da
To meet the relatives from afar – emotes happiness

From the inner part of the valley to the snow capped mountains;
That part fo the valley looks like heaven’s palace
The king of heaven is happy to see us
He’s happy with us
We will meet in person

In the under part of the valley one will find an ocean of wealth
That area looks like the valley of hills
The king of the klu is also happy to see us
He’s happy to meet us in person

I am looking for my motherland, but it’s not here
– I had to climb uphill
But all the hills are covered by clouds
But when the clouds clear we’ll go back to our home
When the clouds are clear we’ll go back to Ladakh
Recognizing each other god and man will meet together
And we’ll meet our towns members
Hour our souls are happy
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དམྱུག་པ་དྭངས་བ་ངའི་བྱུང་ལས་ན།

Mukpah trangwah dee chung ley nah

དམྱུག་པ་དྭངས་བ་བྱུང་ན་

ལ་དྭགས་ཞར་ལ་ལོག་ལ་གྲོ།

Mukpa tangwa chungnah ladakh shala lhodong

Lhamu mingmu teswag

Thu git la kawas la sigrang

Mewuh lhadu te song

Thugit keepala sig rang